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A t Lark Sparrow Press, a private press, I hand print books, broadsides,  stamps  and make 
artist books.  My art is defined by intent and content, the craft by how well I realize the 
final work. The book art genre is not well known. People mistakenly compare it to mass 

produced books that can be purchased at a local book store. Private press books can be a satisfy-
ing combination of the intellectual, visual, and tactile– ruled by mind, heart, and hands. They are 
printed in far fewer numbers than commercial books.  When I take on printing a new book, I write 
(sometimes),  design, choose handmade paper, handset metal type, illustrate, print on a hand-
operated letterpress, fold and gather the printed pages into signatures, bind them up by hand, 
and case them in using a variety of materials – creating editions of 2 to 60 books of  8 -72 pages.  

Some commercial printing, including posters, flyers, and wedding invitations, may still be printed 
on a letterpress ( as opposed to offset lithography or, now, digital offset printing ); but I do essen-
tially what the Arts and Crafts Movement promoted in the late 19th century. Following the prin-
ciple of that movement, I insist that excellent design must be followed by excellent craft. For me 
a socially responsible craft, contributes to the social health of the nation, is more valuable than 
impersonal mechanical work. 

I set type by hand, and use a letterpress to handprint paper that moves from the inked type or 
image  to an impression on a page.  Few printers in America still use this technique to print books 
that can be identified as fine press / book arts.  Materials, equipment, time, and labor, can make 
book printing exacting and expensive.  There are no more than  200 printers that self identify as 
private press book printers in the US.  We all have a vision of how a story can inspire us and how 
craft can enhance that vision. Stories can heal the broken world and it’s worthwhile to make an 
elegant effort.
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